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1 Introduction1

The study of the production of energetic photon pairs in hadronic collisions is a valuable test-2

ing ground of the perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (pQCD). The emission from hard3

parton-parton scattering of a pair of photons constitutes a particularly clean test of perturba-4

tion theory in the collinear- [1, 2] and kT - [3] factorisation approaches, as well as of soft gluon5

logarithmic resummation techniques [4]. A comprehensive understanding of photon pair pro-6

duction is also important as it represents a major background to certain searches for rare or7

exotic processes, such as the production of a light Higgs boson, extra-dimension gravitons, and8

some supersymmetric states.9

This paper presents a measurement of the production cross section of isolated photon pairs in10

proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
√

s = 7 TeV using the Compact Muon11

Solenoid (CMS) detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Photons produced in the hard12

scattering of quarks and gluons and isolated, are henceforth simply referred to as signal photons13

and the rest of the photons as background photons. A pair of signal photons will be referred to as14

a diphoton. The data sample was collected in 2010 and corresponds to an integrated luminosity15

of 36.0 pb−1. Recent diphoton cross-section measurements have been performed by the D0 [5]16

and CDF [6, 7] collaborations, at the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider at
√

s = 1.96 TeV, and17

by the ATLAS collaboration at the LHC [8].18

The CMS detector consists of a silicon pixel and strip tracker surrounded by a crystal electro-19

magnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and by a brass-scintillator sampling hadron calorimeter (HCAL),20

all in an axial 3.8 T magnetic field provided by a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal di-21

ameter. The gas-ionization detectors of the muon system are embedded in the steel return yoke22

of the magnet, in a field of 1.9 T. In addition to the barrel and endcap detectors, CMS has23

an extensive forward calorimetry system. A more detailed description of CMS can be found24

elsewhere [9].25

In the CMS coordinate system, θ and ϕ respectively designate the polar angle with respect to26

the counterclockwise beam direction and the azimuthal angle, expressed in radians throughout27

this paper. The pseudorapidity is defined as η = − ln tan θ
2 .28

The distance in the (η, ϕ) plane is defined as R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆ϕ)2. The transverse energy ET29

of a particle is defined as ET = E sin θ, where E is the energy of the particle. Its rapidity is30

defined as y = 1
2 ln E+pz

E−pz
, with pz its longitudinal momentum with respect to the beam axis.31

For massless particles, ET is equal to the transverse momentum, pT = p sin θ, where p is the32

momentum of the particle.33

The electromagnetic calorimeter, which plays a major role in this measurement, consists of34

nearly 76 000 lead tungstate crystals. It is divided into a central part (barrel) covering the re-35

gion |η| < 1.48 and a forward part (endcaps) extending the coverage up to |η| < 3 for a particle36

originating from the nominal interaction point. The crystals are arranged in a projective geom-37

etry with a granularity of 0.0174 in both the η and ϕ directions in the barrel, and increasing38

with η from 0.021 to 0.050 in the endcaps. A preshower detector consisting of two planes of39

silicon sensors interleaved, with a total radiation lenght 3X0 of lead, is placed in front of the40

endcaps to cover the pseudorapidity region 1.65 < |η| < 2.6.41

The differential cross section is measured as a function of variables which are particularly rele-42

vant in searches for rare processes or to characterise QCD interactions (see e.g. [2]):43

• the diphoton invariant mass, mγγ;44
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• the azimuthal angle between the two photons, ∆ϕγγ;45

• the transverse momentum of the photon pair, pT,γγ =
√

pT,γ1
2 + pT,γ2

2 + 2 pT,γ1 pT,γ2 cos ∆ϕγγ,46

where pT,γ1 and pT,γ2 are the magnitudes of the transverse momenta of the two pho-47

tons;48

• and cos θ∗ = tanh ∆yγγ

2 , ∆yγγ being the difference between the two photon rapidities.49

At lowest order, θ∗ is the center-of-mass scattering angle of qq̄ → γγ and gg → γγ50

processes.51

In addition, the integrated cross section is measured. The measurements refer to a kinematic52

acceptance requiring at least one isolated photon with ET > 23 GeV and a second isolated53

photon with ET > 20 GeV, separated by R > 0.45. They are performed in two pseudorapidity54

regions, one with |η| < 1.44, and the other with |η| < 2.5 but excluding the transition region55

between the barrel and endcap calorimeters, 1.44 < |η| < 1.57. For convenience the latter will56

be referred to as |η| < 2.5 throughout the paper.57

Asymmetric thresholds were applied on the photon transverse momenta to avoid the infrared58

sensitivity affecting the fixed-order calculation [10, 11] and ease the comparison of the mea-59

surement with the theoretical prediction.60

All simulations results are based on the PYTHIA 6.4.22 [12] event generator, Z2 tune [13],61

CTEQ6L PDF [14], and a GEANT 4 modelling of the detector. In simulation a prompt photon62

is considered as signal if the sum of the transverse momenta of the particles within a cone63

R < 0.4 around the photon direction is less than 5 GeV.64

Event selection and background discrimination are presented in Sections 2 and 3. The deter-65

mination of the signal yield and the measurement of the cross-section will be explained in the66

Sections 4 and 5. Results are discussed in the Section 8 and compared with the theoretical67

predictions introduced in Section 7.68

2 Event Selection69

Photon candidates in CMS are reconstructed by clustering the energy deposited in the ECAL70

crystals [15, 16]. Events for this measurement have been triggered by requiring two photon71

candidates, both with a transverse momentum above a configurable threshold and at least72

one fulfilling a weak isolation requirement. The transverse momentum threshold has been73

adjusted to follow the LHC luminosity ramp-up, with a maximum value of 17 GeV. The trigger74

efficiency for events passing the analysis selections described in the following paragraphs is75

estimated from simulated events to be greater than 99.9%. The offline event selection requires76

one photon candidate with ET > 23 GeV and a second photon candidate with ET > 20 GeV,77

each within the ECAL fiducial region (detector region covering |η| < 1.44 and |η| > 1.57) and78

within the tracker acceptance (detector region covering |η| < 2.5). The candidates are required79

to be separated by R > 0.45 to avoid overlap between their isolation region.80

Photon identification criteria requiring the deposits in the calorimeters to be compatible with81

an electromagnetic shower are applied on the two candidates. The criteria are based on the82

spread along η of the energy clustered in the ECAL, henceforth referred to as σiη iη , and on the83

ratio H/E of the energy measured in HCAL and ECAL (see loose selections in Ref. [16]).84

The photon candidates are required to be isolated. The sum of the transverse momenta of85

charged particles measured by the tracker and the sum of the transverse energy deposits in86

HCAL, both defined within a cone of radius R = 0.4 around the photon direction, must each87
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be less than 2 GeV in the barrel and 4 GeV in the endcaps. HCAL deposits in a cone of radius88

R = 0.15 are excluded from the sum as well as tracks in a cone of radius R = 0.04 and within89

a strip of ∆η = 0.03 along the ϕ direction, which can potentially contain tracks of an electron-90

positron pair from a conversion of the photon in the tracker material. The sum of the transverse91

energy deposited in ECAL in a cone of radius R = 0.3 is required to be less than 20% of the92

photon transverse energy, in order to be consistent with the trigger requirements applied on-93

line. Excluded from the sum is the energy deposited within a cone of a radius corresponding94

to 3.5 crystals along η and within a 5-crystal-wide strip along ϕ. In addition, it is required that95

no charged particle with the following properties impinges on ECAL within a cone of radius96

R = 0.4: pT > 3 GeV, impact parameters with regard to the primary vertex in the transverse97

and longitudinal planes of less than 1 mm and 2 mm, respectively, and associated with a hit in98

the innermost layer of the pixel detector. Tracks corresponding to such particles are henceforth99

called impinging tracks. The electron contamination is further reduced by imposing an addi-100

tional veto on the presence of hits in the layers of the pixel detector along the direction of the101

photon candidate.102

3 Signal and Background Discrimination103

After selection, candidate photons are either signal photons, background photons coming from104

hadron decays, the larger component coming from neutral meson decaying into a pair of105

collinear photons which is misidentified as a single one, or misidentified electrons. The back-106

grounds to diphotons are photon-jet and multi-jet events, with respectively one and two back-107

ground photons from neutral hadron decays, and Drell-Yan events, with two misidentified108

electrons.109

The remaining contamination from Drell-Yan events is estimated from simulation using the110

next-to-leading order (NLO) POWHEG generator [17–19], which reproduces well our own111

measurement [20]. The diphoton cross-section measurement is corrected for this contamina-112

tion, which amounts to about 12% in the mass range 80− 100 GeV around the Z peak. This113

procedure has a negligible impact on the systematic uncertainties.114

Background photons from photon-jet and multi-jet events leave a wider footprint in ECAL than115

signal photons and are produced in jets alongside other particles, which also deposit energy in116

ECAL. An isolation variable I based on the energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter is used to117

statistically estimate the fraction of diphoton events among the selected candidates. This vari-118

able is constructed to minimise the dependence on the energy deposited by minimum-ionising119

particles (MIPs) such that its distribution for the background can be obtained from data,the120

impinging-track method described thereafter, and it differs from the loose ECAL isolation used121

in the selection (see Section 2). It is defined as the sum of the transverse energy of the ECAL122

deposits with ET > 300 MeV (MIPs veto), within a hollow cone centred on the photon impact123

point, of inner radius of 3.5 crystal edges and outer radius of R = 0.4. Deposits assigned to the124

photon itself or falling within a 5-crystal-wide strip along ϕ are removed. Thus, deposits from125

photons converting into electron-positron pairs in the tracker material being spread along ϕ do126

not contribute to the value of the electromagnetic isolation.127

Since the distribution of I is different for signal photons and background photons, this variable128

can be used in a maximum likelihood fit to extract the number of signal events in the entire129

selected sample. Fig. 1 shows the probability density function of I , which was extracted from130

data with the methods described in the following.131

Contributions to the value of the ECAL isolation variable for signal photons come from pile-up132
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and underlying event activity. These contributions being independent of ϕ, the ECAL isolation133

probability density function f (I) is estimated from random cones using events with at least one134

isolated photon candidate. The isolation variable I is calculated in a cone of R = 0.4 around135

an axis at the same η as the photon candidate and at a random ϕ in a π/2 window around the136

axis perpendicular to the photon direction. The cone is also required not to include photon and137

electron candidates or jets. The ECAL isolation probability density function for signal photons138

is cross-checked with two additional independent methods, both exploiting e+ and e−, from Z139

and W boson decays, that do not radiate significantly in the tracker material, selected with a140

constraint on the fraction of bremsstrahlung energy emitted from the interaction in the tracker141

material is imposed. Such electrons and positrons leave ECAL energy deposits compatible142

with those of photons, and have a similar probability density function for I . The Z → e+e−143

events are selected with stringent requirements on the identification criteria of the lepton pair144

and on its invariant mass and the f (I) distribution is obtained directly from both leptons. In145

W → eν events, f (I) is obtained by exploiting the sPlot technique [21]. The missing transverse146

energy projected along the lepton axis is used to estimate the probability of an event to be147

signal (W → eν) or background (Z → e+e−, W → τν, γ + jet(s), QCD multijet processes) and148

the value of I of the selected candidates is weighted accordingly, to estimate the distribution149

of I . The uncertainty on f (I) is taken to be the maximum difference between the distributions150

extracted from random cones and from electrons in Z and W events. In simulated events, the151

difference between f (I) for signal photons and for random cones is lower than the uncertainty152

determined from data.153

For background photons, f (I) is extracted from a background sample with less than 0.1% of154

signal photons contamination. The sample is obtained by selecting photon candidates with155

one and only one impinging track. A cone of R = 0.05 around the track is excluded from the156

isolation area to avoid counting the energy deposited by the charged particle. The isolation157

variable I is then normalised to the nominal isolation area. To assess the precision of this158

method, a distribution of I is also extracted from a sample of events with two impinging tracks,159

one of the two being excluded in the computation of I . The latter distribution is compared to160

the one obtained on the one-impinging-track sample, using the normal definition of I , i.e.161

including the energy deposits in the vicinity of the track. The agreement is within one sigma in162
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Figure 1: Probability density functions of I for signal photons (blue) and background photons
(dashed red) in the barrel (left) and in the endcap (right).
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the entire range of the I distribution and the difference is taken as a systematic uncertainty on163

the knowledge of f (I) for background photons.164

The distributions f (I) show a moderate dependence on η and on the pile-up conditions, quan-165

tified by the number nvtx of primary vertices in the events (2.4 on average). The background166

distribution f (I) depends also on the transverse energy ET of the candidate. Therefore, events167

in the sample used for the extraction of f (I) are weighted to reproduce the distributions of η,168

nvtx, and ET of the diphoton sample. The approximation made by using the diphoton sample169

in place of the signal and background distributions is taken into account in the systematic un-170

certainties. The distributions f (I) for signal and background photons used in the maximum171

likelihood fit are shown in Fig. 1.172

4 Signal Yield Determination173

The number of diphoton events is obtained from a maximum-likelihood fit to the distributions174

of the ECAL isolation variables of the two photons, I1 and I2, where numbers 1 and 2 are175

assigned randomly. Events are separated into three types: signal events (γγ) if both photons176

are signal photons, background events with a signal photon and a background photon, and177

background events with two background photons.178

The likelihood function Lmaximised in the fit is179

L =
e−Ntot

N!

N

∏
i=1

∑
t∈T

Nt ft(I i
1, I i

2) , (1)

where T indicates the three event types, N is the event sample size, Nt are the numbers of180

events estimated in the fit for each type t, Ntot is their sum over the three event types, and181

ft(I1, I2) is the probability for the ECAL isolation variables of the two photons to have values182

I1 and I2 for the given event type t.183

The probability density functions for the three event types are obtained by multiplying the184

probability density functions f (I) for single photon candidates assuming the two statistical185

variables I1 and I2 to be independent. Correlations between these two variables have been186

checked with simulation and are small enough to be neglected.187

The requirements described in Section 2 select 5977 events. These events are divided into three188

subsamples depending on whether both photons are in the barrel (2191 events), one is in the189

barrel and the other in the endcaps (2527 events), or both are in the endcaps (1259 events). The190

fit is performed separately for each of the three subsamples in each bin of each observable. An191

example of the fit for one bin of mγγ spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 for events with both photons192

in the barrel (|η| < 1.44).193

The maximum likelihood method is known to be biased for samples with small numbers of194

events. This bias is estimated with Monte-Carlo pseudo-experiments and the result of the fit195

corrected for it. It is less than 10% of the statistical error in 80% of the bins and never exceeds196

half the statistical error.197

5 Cross-Section Measurement198

The differential cross-section measurements dσ/dX, for the variable X in the interval Xi reads199
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Figure 2: Fit of the photon ECAL isolation (I1, I2) in the bin 100 GeV < mγγ < 140 GeV for
photons with |η| < 1.44. The distribution of the isolation variable I1 of one photon candidate,
arbitrarily chosen as “first photon” and denoted with subscript ’1’, is represented on the left
figure together with the fit result, integrated over I2: the dashed line represents the background
contribution while the continuous line the sum of the signal and background contributions. The
same distributions for the second photon candidate is represented on the right figure. In this
mass bin, with 161 selected candidates, the number of signal events is 72± 14.
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dσ

dX
(Xi) =

NU
γγ(Xi)

L∆XiC(Xi)
, (2)

where NU
γγ is the number of signal events unfolded for the detector resolution and corrected200

for the Drell-Yan contamination, L the total integrated luminosity, ∆Xi the interval width, and201

C a correction factor for the effects of the finite detector resolution on the acceptance and on the202

efficiencies of photon reconstruction and identification.203

The number of signal events is unfolded for the detector resolution by inverting the response204

matrix T obtained from simulated events passing the selection requirements for mγγ, pT,γγ,205

∆ϕγγ, and | cos θ∗|. The matrix elements Tik are the probabilities of a selected event with the206

generated value of X in bin Xk to be reconstructed with a value of X in bin Xi. For a given207

interval Xi, the number of events after unfolding is related to the observed numbers of events208

in the different intervals Xk by: NU
γγ(Xi) =

(
Tik)−1Nγγ(Xk). Here, Nγγ(Xk) is the signal yield209

corrected for the Drell-Yan contamination as described in Sec. 3. Given the excellent perfor-210

mance of ECAL, the matrix is nearly diagonal and no regularisation is applied in the unfolding211

procedure. The unfolding effect is below 5% for all distributions and bins, except in the bins212

around the local peaks of the diphoton mass and pT distributions, where it is of the order of213

15%.214

The correction factor C(Xi) is defined as

C(Xi) =
Nsim

reco(Xi)

Nsim
gen (Xi)

εdata

εsim , (3)

where215

Nsim
reco(Xi) is the number of simulated events passing all the selection criteria, with generated216

value of X within the interval Xi;217

Nsim
gen (Xi) is the number of simulated events within the acceptance defined at generator level218

(Section 1), with generated values of X within the interval Xi;219

εdata is the efficiency of the photon identification criteria measured from data;220

εsim is the efficiency of the photon identification criteria obtained on simulated events using221

the same technique as for εdata.222

The efficiencies εdata and εsim to observe a diphoton candidate are taken as the square of the223

efficiencies to observe a single photon.224

The efficiency for the requirements on isolation, σiη iη , and H/E is estimated with a tag-and-225

probe method” [22] applied to a Z → e+e− sample selected from the full CMS dataset collected226

in 2010. One lepton, the tag, is selected with tight reconstruction and identification criteria [23],227

while the other, the probe, is selected by requiring a constraint on the invariant mass of the228

lepton pair. The probes constitute a sample of unbiased electrons and positrons. The same229

constraint as the one discussed in Section 3 is applied on the fraction of bremsstrahlung energy230

emitted by the e+ and e− from the interaction in the tracker material. This ensures that the231

electromagnetic deposits of these “low-radiating” electrons and positrons are compatible with232

those of a photon shower. The efficiency is computed by applying the requirements on isola-233

tion, σiη iη , and H/E to this sample and is given by the fraction of probes passing the selection.234
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The efficiency for the requirement to have no impinging tracks within the isolation cone is es-235

timated from data, using a control sample built using a random-cone technique on events with236

a single photon selected according to the identification criteria described above. The random237

cone definition is the one introduced as in Section 3 for the extraction of f (I). Particles within238

the random cone hence come mainly from pile-up and the underlying event. Therefore, quanti-239

ties such as the number of impinging tracks or energy deposits in the isolation area are assumed240

to be the same as for isolated photons. The efficiency of the requirement to have no imping-241

ing track within the isolation cone is given by the ratio of random cones passing this criteria242

to the total number of random cones. The efficiency of the veto on pixel hits is obtained from243

simulation. It is included in the Nsim
reco/Nsim

gen term of expression (3).244

The correction factor C is 80.8 ± 1.9% for the total cross section in the region |η| < 1.44, and245

76.2 ± 3.3% in the region |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5.246

6 Systematic Uncertainties247

The uncertainties on the reconstruction of the photon four-momentum are dominated by the248

ECAL energy scale, known at the level of 0.6 % in the barrel and of 1.5 % in the endcaps [24].249

This affects the definition of the acceptance and induces bin-to-bin migrations in the differential250

cross sections. The former impacts only kinematics regions near the photon pT thresholds and251

results in an uncertainty of 40% in the most affected region, the lowest masses of dσ/dmγγ. The252

uncertainty from the bin-to-bin migration is about 1%.253

The uncertainties associated with the photon identification efficiency include the statistical and254

systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. For the tag-and-probe and random-cone meth-255

ods, the systematic uncertainty is estimated by applying the respective methods on simulated256

data: the difference between the value obtained with the method and the value given by the257

fraction of simulated events passing the identification criterion is taken as systematic uncer-258

tainty. This estimate is conservative, considering that the efficiency calculation includes already259

a correction for this difference. The total uncertainties are 1.9 % for diphotons in the barrel and260

3.3 % for all diphotons.

Table 1: Summary of the systematic uncertainties. In this table are listed the different sources
of systematic uncertainties on the measured cross section with their respective contributions.

Integrated Differential Integrated Differential
cross-section cross-section cross-section cross-section
uncertainty uncertainty uncertainty uncertainty

Uncertainty source |η| < 1.44 |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5

Energy scale
on acceptance 1.4% ∼ 1.5% 2.0% ∼ 2%
Energy scale
on bin-to-bin migration - ∼ 1% - ∼ 1.5%
Signal and background
distribution, f (I) 6.3% ∼ 7% 7.9% ∼ 9%
Acceptance and efficiency
correction factor, C 1.9% ∼ 2% 3.3% ∼ 3%
Luminosity 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0%

Total 7.9% ∼ 8% 9.7% ∼ 11%
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261

The impact of imperfect knowledge of the signal and background distributions f (I) is esti-262

mated with Monte Carlo pseudo-experiments where f (I) are varied. The extent of the varia-263

tions corresponds to the discrepancies between the shapes of the principal and cross-check dis-264

tributions observed in the validation of the random-cone and impinging-track methods (Sec-265

tion 3). In the first bin of the probability density functions, they are of the order of ±0.01 for266

the signal and range from ±0.03 to ±0.05 for the background. The uncertainty on the f (I)267

estimation from its dependence on the distribution of photon transverse momentum pT, pho-268

ton pseudorapidity η, and number of vertices nvtx is estimated by considering the change on269

f (I) observed when using the pT, η, and nvtx distributions obtained from the diphoton sim-270

ulation instead of the ones from the diphoton event candidates. The effect of the latter on the271

measurement is negligible. The overall impact of the knowledge of the signal and background272

distributions on the integrated cross section is ∼ 8%, and varies from 4 to 27% on differential273

cross sections, depending on the bin and the subsample.274

A 4% uncertainty is assigned to the integrated luminosity corresponding to the dataset [25].275

The various contributions to the systematic uncertainties are summarised in Table 1.276

7 Theoretical Predictions277

This Section introduces the theoretical calculations which are compared against the experimen-278

tal data in Section 8. The leading contributions to the production of pairs of prompt photons279

in pp collisions are the quark-antiquark annihilation (qq̄ → γγ), gluon fusion (gg → γγ), and280

gluon-(anti)quark scattering (qg → γγq) processes. One or both photons come either directly281

from the hard process or from a parton fragmentation, a cascade of successive collinear split-282

tings ending up with a radiated photon. Contributions from the quark annihilation process283

and the single and double fragmentation processes are calculated up to order αsα
2 with the284

DIPHOX 1.3.2 program [1]. The contributions from the gluon-fusion process gg → γγ, in-285

cluding the one-loop box of order α2
s α2, the interference between the one- and two-loop boxes,286

and the real emission one-loop “pentagon” gg → γγg, both of order α3
s α2, are calculated with287

the GAMMA2MC 1.1.1 program [2]. The fragmentation function BFG set II [26] has been used288

in the calculation. Although being higher-order processes, the gluon-fusion contributions are289

quantitatively comparable to those from quark-antiquark annihilation in the mass range of in-290

terest (including the region pertinent to the H → γγ search), due to the significant gluon lumi-291

nosity in this range at the LHC. The three theoretical scales, normalisation, initial factorisation,292

and fragmentation, are set to the diphoton mass value.293

The photons are required to be within the kinematic acceptance defined in Section 1. An ad-294

ditional isolation requirement at the parton level is imposed by requiring the total hadronic295

transverse energy deposited in a cone of radius 0.4 centred on the photon to be less than296

5 GeV. Particles resulting from underlying event activity and hadronisation are not included297

in partonic event generators such as DIPHOX and GAMMA2MC. The fraction of diphotons298

not selected due to underlying hadronic activity falling inside the isolation cone is estimated299

using the PYTHIA 6.4.22 [12] event generator with the tunes D6T [27], Z2 [13], P0 [28], and300

DWT [27]. The parton-level cross section is corrected by a factor 0.95± 0.04.301

The uncertainties associated with the limited knowledge of the parton distribution functions302

(PDFs) and the strong coupling constant αs are determined according to the PDF4LHC rec-303

ommendations [29]. The cross section is computed with three different PDF sets (CT10 [30],304

MSTW08 [31], and NNPDF21 [32]) taking into account their associated uncertainties and the305
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Figure 3: Measured cross section of diphoton production as (a) a function of the invariant
mass of the photon pair and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons within the
pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5. The total systematic uncertainties are
represented by the shaded area, the different contributions are added in quadrature sequen-
tially.

uncertainties on αs. The respective preferred αs central value of the PDF sets is used and αs306

is varied within ±0.012. The value for the cross section is taken as the mid-point of the enve-307

lope of the three results, including the errors. The error on the cross section is taken to be the308

envelope.309

The theoretical scale uncertainties are estimated by varying the normalisation, initial factorisa-310

tion, and fragmentation scales by factors of 1/2 and 2, keeping the ratio between two scales less311

than 2 (for instance the combination 0.5 mγγ, 2 mγγ, mγγ is not considered). The uncertainty is312

taken to be the maximum difference in the obtained cross sections.313

8 Results314

The integrated cross sections obtained for the acceptance defined in Section 2 are:

σ(pp→ γγ)||η|<1.44 = 31.0 ± 1.8 (stat) +2.0
−2.1 (syst) ± 1.2 (lumi) pb ,

σ(pp→ γγ)||η|<2.50 = 62.4 ± 3.6 (stat) +5.3
−5.8 (syst) ± 2.5 (lumi) pb.

The calculation performed as described in previous section predicts,

σ(pp→ γγ)||η|<1.44 = 27.3 +3.0
−2.2 (scales) ± 1.1 (PDF) pb ,

σ(pp→ γγ)||η|<2.50 = 52.7 +5.8
−4.2 (scales) ± 2.0 (PDF) pb.

The integrated cross-sections obtained from the calculation are compatible with the measure-315

ments within the experimental and theoretical uncertainties.316

The differential cross-section measurements for the two considered pseudorapidity ranges are317

shown along with the theoretical predictions in Figures 3 through 10. The values of the cross318
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Figure 4: Measured cross section of diphoton production (a) as a function of the invariant
mass of the photon pair and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons within the
pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.44. The total systematic uncertainties are represented by the
shaded area, the different contributions are added in quadrature sequentially.
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Figure 5: Measured cross section of diphoton production (a) as a function of the transverse mo-
mentum of the photon pair and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons within
the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5. The total systematic uncertainties are
represented by the shaded area, the different contributions are added in quadrature sequen-
tially.
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Figure 6: Measured cross section of diphoton production (a) as a function of the transverse mo-
mentum of the photon pair and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons within
the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.44. The total systematic uncertainties are represented by the
shaded area, the different contributions are added in quadrature sequentially.
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Figure 7: Measured cross section of diphoton production (a) as a function of the azimuthal
angle between the two photons and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory (b) for photons
within the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5. The total systematic uncer-
tainties are represented by the shaded area, the different contributions are added in quadrature
sequentially.
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Figure 8: Measured cross section of diphoton production (a) as a function of the azimuthal
angle between the two photons and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons
within the pseudorapidity region |η| < 1.44. The total systematic uncertainties are represented
by the shaded area, the different contributions are added in quadrature sequentially.
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Figure 9: Measured cross section of diphoton production (a) as a function of cos(θ∗) = tanh y
2

and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons within the pseudorapidity region
|η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5. The total systematic uncertainties are represented by the shaded
area, the different contributions are added in quadrature sequentially.
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Figure 10: Measured cross section of diphoton production as (a) a function of cos(θ∗) = tanh y
2

and (b) bin-by-bin comparison with the theory for photons within the pseudorapidity region
|η| < 1.44. The total systematic uncertainties are represented by the shaded area, the different
contributions are added in quadrature sequentially.

sections for each bin are provided in Tables 2 to 5. As can be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the pre-319

diction underestimates the measured cross section for ∆ϕγγ < 2.8. In the leading-order (LO)320

term of gluon fusion and quark annihilation 2 → 2 processes, the two photons are back-to-321

back because of momentum conservation. Therefore the LO term does not contribute to this322

phase space region, which is effectively covered in the NLO calculation by only one order for323

both direct and fragmentation production. The contribution for ∆ϕγγ . π, combined with324

the requirements of ET > 20, 23 GeV on the two photons, is responsible for the shoulder in325

the vicinity of 40 GeV observed in the diphoton ET distribution of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. This con-326

tribution also populates the region below 30 GeV in the diphoton mass distribution shown in327

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In these two regions of the pT,γγ and mγγ spectra, the calculated cross section328

is lower than the measurement, consistently with the deficit for ∆ϕγγ < 2.8. This disagree-329

ment provides valuable input for the calculation of processes not covered by current theoretical330

predictions. Similar discrepancies have already been observed in the diphoton production at331

hadron colliders [5, 8, 33] and discussed in Ref. [34].332
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Table 2: Measured cross section of diphoton production as a function of the variable mγγ with
statistical (stat.) and systematic uncertainties (sys.).

dσ/dmγγ [pb/ GeV]
mγγ [ GeV] |η| < 1.44 |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5

stat. sys. stat. sys.
0−30 0.0299 ±0.0071 +0.0069 −0.0086 0.050 ±0.013 +0.014 −0.024

30−40 0.061 ±0.030 +0.015 −0.018 0.127 ±0.049 +0.035 −0.061
40−45 0.097 ±0.088 +0.020 −0.020 0.28 ±0.17 +0.065 −0.067
45−55 0.77 ±0.12 +0.062 −0.054 1.40 ±0.20 +0.14 −0.12
55−65 0.705 ±0.10 +0.046 −0.039 1.43 ±0.18 +0.10 −0.093
65−80 0.408 ±0.059 +0.030 −0.031 0.80 ±0.11 +0.070 −0.065
80−100 0.175 ±0.031 +0.013 −0.012 0.365 ±0.063 +0.041 −0.037

100−140 0.070 ±0.012 +0.0035 −0.0034 0.142 ±0.028 +0.020 −0.018
140−200 0.0102 ±0.0035 +6.9E-4 −6.4E-4 0.054 ±0.015 +0.0065 −0.0059
200−300 0.0022 ±0.0011 +9.8E-5 −8.7E-5 0.0084 ±0.0060 +0.0023 −0.0019

Table 3: Measured cross section of diphoton production as a function of the variable pT,γγ with
statistical (stat.) and systematic uncertainties (sys.).

dσ/dpTγγ [pb/ GeV]
pT,γγ [ GeV] |η| < 1.44 |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5

stat. sys. stat. sys.
0−4 0.93 ±0.13 +0.044 −0.047 1.94 ±0.32 +0.12 −0.13
4−6 1.20 ±0.42 +0.097 −0.085 3.80 ±0.88 +0.27 −0.29
6−8 1.68 ±0.45 +0.12 −0.12 2.66 ±0.87 +0.27 −0.24
8−12 1.24 ±0.22 +0.083 −0.076 2.21 ±0.45 +0.26 −0.22

12−18 0.85 ±0.14 +0.065 −0.062 1.61 ±0.28 +0.15 −0.15
18−30 0.320 ±0.058 +0.026 −0.022 0.63 ±0.12 +0.089 −0.076
30−40 0.262 ±0.055 +0.019 −0.017 0.57 ±0.10 +0.050 −0.044
40−50 0.234 ±0.049 +0.02 −0.019 0.507 ±0.093 +0.040 −0.036
50−80 0.077 ±0.017 +0.0073 −0.0067 0.153 ±0.030 +0.016 −0.016
80−180 0.0084 ±0.0026 +6.0E-4 −5.2E-4 0.0150 ±0.0036 +0.0010 −8.6E-4
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Table 4: Measured cross section of diphoton production as a function of the variable ∆φγγ with
statistical (stat.) and systematic uncertainties (sys.).

dσ/d∆φγγ [pb]
∆φγγ |η| < 1.44 |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5

stat. sys. stat. sys.
0−π/5 1.87 ±0.53 +0.13 −0.13 4.65 ±0.89 +0.29 −0.30

π/5−2π/5 1.77 ±0.55 +0.15 −0.14 5.5 ±1.1 +0.45 −0.45
2π/5−3π/5 3.09 ±0.72 +0.31 −0.29 5.5 ±1.3 +0.61 −0.54
3π/5−4π/5 7.2 ±1.1 +0.49 −0.44 16.1 ±2.1 +1.4 −1.2
4π/5−0.88π 20.8 ±2.6 +1.0 −0.96 36.7 ±5.3 +3.4 −3.0
0.88π−0.92π 29.8 ±5.1 +1.7 −1.5 67 ±11 +5.4 −5.0
0.92π−0.95π 36.2 ±8.1 +5.1 −4.7 66 ±15 +8.6 −7.6
0.95π−0.98π 58.8 ±8.8 +4.2 −3.8 103 ±17 +12 −11
0.98π−π 68 ±11 +3.9 −3.8 141 ±23 +12 −11

Table 5: Measured cross section of diphoton production as a function of the variable cos θ∗ with
statistical (stat.) and systematic uncertainties (sys.).

dσ/d cos θ∗ [pb]
cos θ∗ |η| < 1.44 |η| < 1.44 or 1.57 < |η| < 2.5

stat. sys. stat. sys.
0−0.2 52.6 ±5.2 +3.1 −3.2 87.3 ±9.0 +9.1 −7.9

0.2−0.4 38.4 ±4.9 +3.0 −3.0 67.0 ±8.2 +6.6 −6.0
0.4−0.6 34.8 ±4.6 +2.7 −2.5 66.0 ±7.5 +5.9 −5.3
0.6−0.8 25.6 ±3.7 +1.6 −1.5 66.7 ±7.7 +6.1 −5.3
0.8−1 6.4 ±1.4 +0.34 −0.36 30.8 ±7.9 +5.9 −4.7
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9 Conclusions333

The integrated and differential production cross sections of isolated photon pairs have been334

measured in proton-proton collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, using data collected335

by the CMS detector in 2010, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36 pb−1. The dif-336

ferential cross sections have been measured as functions of the diphoton invariant mass, the337

diphoton transverse momentum, the difference of the two photon azimuthal angles, and the338

cos θ∗ = tanh y
2 observable. The background contamination from hadron decay products is es-339

timated with a statistical method based on an electromagnetic energy isolation variable I . The340

signal and background distributions for I have been entirely extracted from data resulting in341

systematic uncertainties of approximately 10 % on the measured diphoton yield.342

The measurements have been compared to a theoretical prediction performed at next-to-leading-343

order accuracy using the state-of-the-art fixed order computations. Whereas there is an overall344

agreement between data and theory for the mass spectrum, the theoretical cross section appears345

underestimated for regions of the phase space where the two photons are not collinear.346
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